
WOT TANKS WITH PREFERENTIAL MATCHMAKING

Jan 26, Here's my personal PMM list, (Whatever you want to call it?) The list is sorted by nation & then grouped by tank
types; lights, meds heavy and tds. Tier 2 Plays to Tier 2 - Python T7 Combat Car (30% Silver, 70% XP Bonus).

If you look above, a tier 10 heavy tank weighs points, whereas a tier 1 tank weighs only 2. This rule may not
apply, when the server is low populated. If these platoon together, the scout will pull the other tank up into its
battle tier, where the other tank will usually be hopelessly outclassed. Combat parameters will be improved to
better suit the Tier spread, while also keeping their gameplay-defining characteristics intact. The vehicle tier
should be taken into consideration as it reflects a preordained operating range of a vehicle also known as
classification. The Iterations The following changes were on available on the Supertest. The same thing
happens when a tank with preferential match making is platooning with a normal tank. The matchmaker does
balance the number of tanks in platoons, but not the weight of the platooned tanks. Matchmaker rules revision
is designed to better the experience for them, too. Now, these special Premium vehicles are much closer to
non-preferential matchmaking ones, in terms of combat effectiveness. We are actively disassembling the
current matchmaker, making important changes and then adding them to the new system. Here's a look at
where the current setup is falling short and how the upcoming changes address those areas. It has become rare
these days, likely because the success chances are mediocre. Thus the platoon's team a priority has a massive
point deficit, which the match-maker will balance out by either dragging more lower tier tanks into the enemy
team or by dragging more high tier tanks into the platoon's team. A premium tank's credit value is equal to its
gold value times  A player can earn a x2 XP bonus in one tank and then transfer the crew to a premium tank
and do it again, giving them XP from multiple x2 bonus games. The range of each tier gradually increases
with technology and tiers can overlap. We understand you want as much information regarding this as you can
get so we will release this as soon as we can. Such vehicles benefit from all of the advantages of regular
premium tanks, except the increased credit income. This means one team can have 2 three-man-platoons with
T8 tanks, whereas the other team has 3 two-man-platoons with T6 tanks. The one exception to this are special
event vehicles, which are premium tanks given as rewards for missions and other competitions some examples
are the StuG IV and the T28 Concept. Whether vehicles are stock or fully researched, how they are equipped,
nor crew skill is taken into account by the match-maker. We originally set these parameters so tanks can play
comfortably and competitively in Tier VIII-IX battles, where they are weaker than other machines in combat
given their stats. Now, get out there and test these tanks out, you will be pleasantly surprised! Tanks with a
blue star next to their name are gift tanks, tanks removed from the store, or any other tank that is in the game
but not otherwise available for purchase in most cases. Premium tanks are also very useful for training crews.
We hope you are pleased with the current and upcoming changes to these tanks and how it will help adjust the
game for the better. Some of these tanks appear in gift shop bundles from time to time, and others are
available through other purchase methods see specific articles for details. A special case of this is when you
see a top tier tank platooned with one or two tier 1 tank. When accelerated training is turned off, premium
tanks can accumulate combat experience which can be converted to free experience with gold. In response to
your comments, we went back to the drawing board to work on another round of adjustments. So, what can we
do about this? However, the top tanks of each team have the same vehicle tier due to the current balancing
rules. The underlying problem for these vehicles is too many battles versus Tier X. Solution: All-around
vehicle rebalances on a tank-by-tank basis to improve their statistics combined with matchmaker rule revision.
Solution: All-around vehicle rebalances on a tank-by-tank basis combined with matchmaker rule revision.
Vehicle Rebalances We'll kick-off the preferential tank revision by tweaking combat parameters. As a side
note, regular Tier VIII vehicles face a similar issue with matchmaking, amplified by the fact that they also
compete against Tier X tanks. The matchmaker rules revision is designed to better the experience for them,
too. This can produce unwanted results in particular for new players at the lower tiers. Many such as the IS-6
or Valentine II perform less well than regular tanks of their tier, and thus have preferential matchmaking
which prevents them from facing vehicles of a much higher tier. The Situation Problem: Tanks with
preferential status are likely to get matched into dual or single-tier battles, where their status combined with
combat parameters does more harm than good.


